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Let R be a UFD and p a prime of R. Let l
1
a
1
,2, lrar be prime to p. In this paper
a formula is derived for the number of solutions of the diagonal congruence
a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,b (pn). The corresponding generating function is also construc-
ted and a conjecture of Wan is proved in this case. ( 1999 Academic PressIt is not easy to derive formulae for numbers of solutions of congruences
over the ring Z of integers; equations over prime "nite "elds can be con-
sidered as a special case. There are a few results about this problem, including
those of Cohen [1], Hayashi [5], Goldman [3], and Han [4]. More generally,
we can consider the numbers of solutions of congruences on a domain. In this
paper we will discuss this problem and the rationality of the corresponding
generating functions.
First, we describe some notation. Throughout this paper, let r, n, P
denote positive integers, let R be a (commutative) domain (with identity),
p3R*, f (x
1
,2, xr)3R[x1,2,xr]. a,b (c) means a!b3 (c) for a, b,
c3R. The number of solutions of a congruence means the number of
incongruent solutions. Let c
n
denote the number of solutions of the
congruence
f (x
1
,2, xr),0(pn); (*)
i.e., the number of Amod pn for which A is in R(r) and satis"es f (A),0(pn).
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THEOREM 1.1. ‚et R/(p)"MaN Da3ILRN. „hen R/(pn)"Ma
0
#a
1
p#2
#a
n~1
pn~1 Da
i
3IN.
Proof. By induction on n, the case where n"1 is trivial. We now assume
that the theorem is true for n"k. Then any element a of R can be written as
a
0
#a
1
p#2#a
k~1
pk~1#jpk, a
i
3I, j3R.
From the condition of the theorem, there exist a
k
3I and k3R such that
j"a
k
#kp. Thus,
a"a
0
#a
1
p#2#a
k
pk#kpk‘1.
If we also have a"b
0
#b
1
p#2#b
k
pk#k@pk‘1, b
i
3I, k@3R, then
a
0
,b
0
(p). So a
0
"b
0
, since a
0
, b
0
3I. Therefore, a
1
#2#a
k
pk~1
,b
1
#2#b
k
pk~1(pk). By the inductive hypothesis, a
i
"b
i
, i"1,2, k.
We therefore conclude that R/(pk‘1)"Ma
0
#a
1
p#2#a
k
pk Da
i
3IN. Thus,
the theorem is valid for n"k#1. This completes the proof. j
From the above theorem, we can restrict x
i
3Ma
0
#a
1
p#2#
a
n~1
pn~1 Da
i
3IN when we consider solutions of (*).
COROLLARY. If R/(p ) is ,nite and DR/(p) D"P, then D (pl)/(pl‘m) D"Pm for
nonnegative integers l, m. In particular, DR/(pm) D"Pm.
Proof. We have DR/(pm) D"Pm by the theorem since DR/(p) D"P. By the
"rst isomorphism theorem for rings, R/(pl):R/(pl‘m)/(pl)/(pl‘m). So
Pl"Pl‘m/ D(pl)/(pl‘m) D. This implies that DR/(pm) D"Pm. j
THEOREM 1.2. ‚et R be a ;FD (unique factorization domain) and
DR/(p) D"P. Assume that
f (y
1
pk1,2, yrpkr)"psg(y1,2, yr),
where g3R[x
1
,2, xr], ki and s are integers satisfying 04ki4s4n. ‚et
N, N@ denote the numbers of solutions of
f (x
1
,2,xr),0(pn), pki Dxi (i"1,2, r) (1.1)
and
g (y
1
,2, yr),0(pn~s), (1.2)
respectively. „hen N"N@prs~k1~2~kr.
268 HAN QINGProof. Let x
i
"y
i
pki, i"1,2, r. By the assumption of the theorem,
(x
1
,2, xr) is a solution of (1.1)8(y1,2, yr) is a solution of (1.2).
Consider the equation
((y
1
#t
1
pn~s)pk1,2, (yr#trpn~s)pkr)"(x1#t1pn~s‘k1,2, xr#trpn~s‘kr).
The left side remains unchanged mod pn~s when t
i
changes in R; On the other
hand, from the corollary of Theorem 1.1, D (pn~s‘ki)/(pn) D"Ps~ki. So
x
i
#t
i
pn~s‘ki mod pn have Ps~ki choices. Thus, the right side of the above
equation has < r
i/1
Ps~ki choices mod pn. Therefore, to each solution of (1.1)
corresponds < r
i/1
Ps~ki solutions of (1.2). So N"N@<r
i/1
Ps~ki. j
If we assume pPy
i
(i"1,2, r) in the above theorem, we have
THEOREM 1.3. N"N@Prs~k1~2~kr, where N, N@ are the numbers of solu-
tions f (x
1
,2,xr),0(pn), pkiExi (i"1, . . . , r) and g(y1,2, yr),0(pn~s), pPyi
(i"1, . . . , r), respectively. „he other notations and conditions are the same as
„heorem 1.2.
DEFINITION. Let l be a positive integer, l4n, and (x
1
,2, xr),
(x@
1
,2,x@r)3R(r). If
f (x
1
,2,xr),0(pn), f (x@1,2, x@r),0(pl), xi,x@i(pl) for 14i4r,
then we say that (x
1
,2, xr) is a descendant of (x@1,2,x@r) with respect to f.
From the comment following Theorem 1.1, we can explain the above
de"nition as follows: Let (x
1
,2, xr) be a solution of f,0(pn), xi"a(i)0 #
a(i)
1
p#2#a(i)
n~1
pn~1, a(i)
0
,2, a(i)n~13I. For the positive integer l that is less
than n, let x@
i
"a(i)
0
#a(i)
1
p#2#a(i)
l~1
pl~1. Thus, (x@
1
,2, x@r) is a solution of
f,0(pl); (x
1
,2,xr), then, is a descendant of (x@1,2,x@r).
The solution X of f,0(pn) is a descendant of a unique solution of f,0(pl)
(namely, X itself as a solution of f,0(pl)). The notion of descendant yields
a transitive property: if u is v’s descendant and v is w’s descendant, then u is
w’s descendant.
DEFINITION. Let A3R(r) be a solution of f,0(pn). If the partial deriva-
tives f @
xi
(A) are all ,0(p), then A is singular; otherwise A is nonsingular.
The singularity of A is the same as the singularity of its descendants.
THEOREM 1.4. If R/(p) is a ,nite ,eld with P elements and A3R(r) is
a solution of f,0(pn), then there are exactly jPr~1 solutions of f,0(pn‘1)
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j"G
1 if A is nonsingular;
P, if A is singular and also a solution of f,0(pn‘1);
0, else.
Proof. Assume A"(a
1
,2, ar). Let B"(b1,2, br) be a solution of
f,0(pn‘1) which is a descendant of A. From the de"nition of descendant,
b
i
"a
i
#g
i
pn, g
i
3R, i"1,2, r. So we can decide B as long as we know gi . If
b@
i
"a
i
#g@
i
pn, then
b
i
,b@
i
(pn‘1)8(g
i
!g@
i
)pn3 (pn‘1)8g
i
,g@
i
(p).
So from the condition of the theorem, g
i
has P di!erent possible values. By
Taylor’s theorem,
0,f (B),f (A)# r+
i/1
f @
xi
(A)g
i
pn(pn‘1). (1.3)
(1) Assume f (A)"cpn, c3R. Then (1.3) is equivalent to +r
i/1
f @
xi
(A)g
i,c (p). If A is nonsingular, then f @
xi
(A)I0(p) for some i. So we can solve for
some g
i
since R/(p) is a "eld. Therefore, the number of B is Pr~1.
(2) In the case when A is singular, (1.3) is f (A),0(pn‘1). So the number of
B is Pr if A is a solution of f,0(pn‘1) and there is no B otherwise. j
COROLLARY 1. If n’1, then c
n
,0(modPr~1).
COROLLARY 2. If the positive integer l4n and A is a nonsingular solution of
f,0(pl), then there are exactly P(r~1)(n~l) solutions of f,0(pn) which are
descendants of A.
COROLLARY 3. If the positive integer l4n and f,0(pl) has no singular
solution, then c
n
"c
l
P(r~1)(n~l).
Suppose that R is a UFD, a3R*, N
a
is the number of solutions of the
congruence f,0(a), a has a factorization a"epn1
1
2pnl
l
, where e is a unit of R,
(pn1
1
),2, (pnll ) are pairwise relatively prime. From the Chinese remainder
theorem over rings, we have R/(a):R/(pn1
1
)=2=R/(pnl
l
). So, N
a
"
N
pn11
2N
pnll
. Thus the determination of N
a
reduces to the problem of determin-
ing c
n
, where p is a prime. Consequently from now on we suppose that p is
a prime of R.
270 HAN QINGFrom two known conclusions:
p is a prime8 (p) is a nonzero prime ideal,
(p) is a prime ideal8R/(p) is a domain,
we can get that R/(p) is a domain. By the fact that every "nite domain is
a "eld, we have obtained.
PROPOSITION 1.5. If DR/(p) D is ,nite, then R/(p) is a ,eld.
2. DIAGONAL CONGRUENCES
In this section we suppose that f (x
1
,2,xr)"a1xl11#2#arxlrr!b,
(l
i
a
i
, p)"1. In this case we say that f is a strongly nondegenerate diagonal
polynomial.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that DR/(p) D"P. ‚et e
n
denote the number of solutions of
f (x
1
,2, xr),0(pn), pPxi (i"1,2, r). (2.1)
„hen e
n
"e
1
P(r~1)(n~1).
Proof. The solutions of (2.1) are all descendants of the solutions of
f (x
1
,2, xr),0(p), pPxi (i"1,2, r) (2.2)
with respect to f. And the solutions of (2.2) are all nonsingular solutions of
f,0(p). So the lemma is proved by Proposition 1.5 and Corollary 2 of
Theorem 1.4. j
LEMMA 2. [(m!1)/n]#1 is the least integer greater than or equal to m/n,
where m is an integer.
Proof. Let m"nk#l, where k, l are integers and 14l4n. Then
C
m!1
n D#1"k#1"!A!k#C!
l
nDB"!C!k!
l
nD"!C!
m
nD.
Notice the proposition: ![!x] is the least integer greater than or equal to
x (See [8]). Hence, the lemma has been obtained. j
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b"bM pl, (bM , p)"1; if b"0, let l"n. „hen the number c
n
of solutions of
a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,b (pn) (2.3)
is equal to
(1!h (l, n))Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+#P(r~1)(n~1)
]A
r
+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
*(.*/(n, l)~1)@*li1
,2, lit+++
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +
#h (l, n)Pl~+ rj/1*l@lj+ r+
t/1
+
14i1:2:it4r
*li1
,2, lit+
D l
eN (i
1
,2, it)B,
where e (i
1
,2, it) and eN (i1,2, it) are the numbers of solutions of
a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,0(p), x
1
,2,xtI0(p)
and
a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,bM (p), x
1
,2, xtI0(p),
respectively, and
h (l, n)"G
0,
1,
l5n;
l(n.
Proof. Let (x
1
,2,xr) be a solution of (2.3) and xi"xN ipki, (xN i , p)"1. We
put
s"min(n!1, k
1
l
1
,2, krlr).
By (2.3) we know s4l. Let N (i
1
,2, it) denote the number of (x1,2,xr)
satisfying the condition:
The number of k
i
l
i
which are equal to s is t: k
ij
l
ij
"s, j"1,2, t.
(If t"0, then it is denoted by N (/)). Without loss of generality, we compute
N(1,2, t).
272 HAN QINGLet k
1
l
1
"2"k
t
l
t
"s, k
t‘1
l
t‘1
,2, krlr’s. First, we need to know how
many values x
j
have for t#14j4r. From k
j
l
j
5s#1 we have k
j
5
(s#1)/l
j
. So by Lemma 2, k
j
5[s/l
j
]#1. In other words, x
j
,0(p*s@lj+‘1).
Thus x
j
has D (p*s@lj+‘1)/(pn) D"Pn~*s@lj+~1 di!erent values.
If t"0, then s"n!1, k
j
l
j
5n ( j"1,2, r). So l5n by (2.3). Thus,
N(/)"(1!h(l, n)) <
14j4r
Pn~*s@lj+~1"(1!h(l, n))Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)+@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+.
We now suppose t51. We "x s and x
t‘1
,2,xr . Then (2.3) is equivalent to
the congruence in t variables,
g (xN
1
,2, xN t),0(pn~s), pPxN i (i"1,2, t), (2.4)
where g(xN
1
,2, xN t)"a1xN l11#2#atxN ltt#(at‘1pkt‘1lt‘1~sxN lt‘1t‘1#2#a
r
pkrlr~sxN lr
r
!bM pl~s). Let e denote the number of solutions to g,0(p). Using
Lemma 1, the number of solutions to (2.4) is eP(t~1)(n~s~1). Thus by Theorem
1.3, the number of (x
1
,2, xt) corresponding to solutions of (2.4) is
eP(t~1)(n~s~1)Pts~k1~2~kt"eP(t~1)(n~1)‘s~s@l1~2~s@lt.
If s(l, it is obvious that e"e(1,2, t). So [l1,2, lt] Ds since kili"s
(14i4t). Assume s"[l
1
,2, lt]k. Then 04k4[(min(n, l )!1)/[l1,2, lt]]
since 04s4min(n!1, l!1). Thus, the total number of (x
1
,2, xr) corre-
sponding to s(l, which we denote by N
1
, equals
+
s
e(1,2, t)P(t~1)(n~1)‘s~s@l1~2~s@lt <
t‘14j4r
Pn~*s@lj+~1
"e (1,2, t)P(r~1)(n~1)+
s
ps~
+r
j/1*s@lj+
"e (1,2, t)P(r~1)(n~1)
*(.*/(n, l)~1)@*l1,2, lt++
+
k/0
P*l1,2, lt+k~
+ r
j/1**l1,2, lt+k@lj +;
If s"l, then from (2.3) and k
1
l
1
"2"k
t
l
t
"s we know l(n and
[l
1
,2, lt] D l. In this case, e"eN (1,2, t). Thus, the number of (x1,2, xr) corre-
sponding to s"l, which we denote by N
2
, equals
eN (1,2, t)P(t~1)(n~1)‘l~l@l1~2~l@lt <
t‘14j4r
Pn~*l@lj+~1
"eN (1,2, t)P(r~1)(n~1)‘l~
+r
j/1*l@lj+.
From the above discussion, for t51 we have
N (1,2, t)"G
N
1
#h (l, n)N
2
,
N
1
,
if [l
1
,2, lt] D l;
otherwise.
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i
,2, it) as we did with N (1,2, t). However, the result
has corresponding changes. Besides, it is easy to see that e(i
1
)"0. Thus, the
number of solutions of (2.3) are
c
n
" r+
t/0
+
14i1:2:it4r
N(i
1
,2, it)
"N (/)# r+
t/1
+
14i1:2:it4r
N(i
1
,2, it)
"(1!h(l, n))Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+
#P(r~1)(n~1)A
r
+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
*(.*/(n, l)~1)@*li1
,2, lit+++
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +
#h (l, n)Pl~+rj/1*l@lj+ r+
t/1
+
14i1:2:it4r
*li1
,2, lit+
Dl
eN (i
1
,2, it)B. j
From the conclusion of the above theorem we can give a recursion for c
n
(see Theorem 5.4).
COROLLARY 1. If n’l, then c
n
"c
l‘1
P(r~1)(n~l~1).
Proof. if n’l, then h (l, n)"1. From the conclusion of the theorem, there
exits a constant d
f
that is independent of n satisfying c
n
"d
f
P(r~1)(n~1). In the
special case of n"l#1 we know d
f
"c
l‘1
/P(r~1) l. j
COROLLARY 2. c
n
,0 (modP(r~1)(n~1)‘m), where m"min
04s4n~1
(s!
+r
j/1
[s/l
j
]). In particular, if 1/l
1
#2#1/l
r
(1#1/(n!1) then c
n
,0
(modP(r~1)(n~1)).
Proof. It is not di$cult to see that c
n
,0 (modP(r~1)(n~1)‘m) by the
theorem. If 1/l
1
#2#1/l
r
(1#1/(n!1) and 14s4n!1, then the inte-
ger s!+r
j/1
[s/l
j
]5(1!1/l
1
!2!1/l
r
)s’!s/(n!1)5!1. So m"0.
j
The computations of e, eN in Theorem 2.1 can be reduced to the computa-
tion of c
1
. We have
274 HAN QINGPROPOSITION 2.2.
e (1,2, r)"(!1)r~1(r!1)#
r
+
t/2
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cR
1
(i
1
,2, it);
eN (1,2, r)"
r
+
t/1
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cN
1
(i
1
,2, it),
where e, eN are the same as in „heorem 2.1, cR
1
(i
1
,2, it) and cN 1(i1,2, it) denote
the number of solutions of
a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,O(p); a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,bM (p),
respectively.
Proof. Let j
1
,2, jr be a permutation of 1,2, r, S"M(x1,2,xr)3R(r) D
a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,bM (pn)N, and S
i
"M(x
1
,2, xr)3S Dxi,0(pn)N. Then
DS D"cN
1
(1,2, r), eN (1,2, r)"KSC
r
Z
i/1
S
i K, DSj1W2WSjs D"cN 1 ( js‘1,2, jr)
and DS
1
W2WS
r
D"0.
From Eratosthenes’ sieve method,
KSC
r
Z
i/1
S
i K"DS D#
r
+
s/1
(!1)s +
j1:2:js
DS
j1
W2WS
js
D;
we have
eN (1,2, r)"cN 1 (1,2, r)#
r~1
+
s/1
(!1)s +
j1:2:js
cN
1
( j
s‘1
,2, jr)
"cN
1
(1,2, r)#
r~1
+
t/1
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cN
1
(i
1
,2, it)
" r+
t/1
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cN
1
(i
1
,2, it).
SOLUTIONS OF CONGRUENCES AND RATIONALITY 275We can get the result for e if we have bM , instead of 0 (the di!erence is,
DS
1
W2WS
r
D"1) in the above proof:
e(1,2, r)"(!1)r#
r
+
t/1
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cR
1
(i
1
,2, it)
"(!1)r~1 (r!1)# r+
t/2
(!1)r~t +
14i1:2:it4r
cR
1
(i
1
,2, it). j
Note that the methods in Theorem 2.1 can be used to prove results for
a general polynomial f.
3. THE CASE OF Z
In this section, we apply the conclusions of the last section to Z. If we let
R be Z, then P"p and Theorem 2.1 becomes the following two theorems.
THEOREM 3.1. „he number of solutions of a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,0 (mod pn)
are
c
n
"pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+#p(r~1)(n~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1)@*li1
,2, lit++
+
k/0
p*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +,
where e (i
1
,2, it) is the number of solutions of
a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,0 (mod p), x
1
,2, xtI0 (mod p).
THEOREM 3.2. ‚et bI0 (modpn), b"bM pl, (bM , p)"1. „hen the number of
solutions of a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,b (mod pn) is
p(r~1)(n~1)Apl~+ rj/1*l@lj+
r
+
t/1
+
14i1:2:it4r
*li1
,2, lit+
D l
eN (i
1
,2, it)
# r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
*(l~1)@*li1
,2, lit++
+
k/0
p*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +B,
276 HAN QINGwhere e(i
1
,2, it) is the same as „heorem 3.1, eN (i1,2, it) is the number of
solutions of
a
i1
xli1
1
#2#a
it
xlit
t
,bM (mod p), x
1
,2, xtI0 (mod p).
Now let us consider some special cases:
1. If n"1, then Theorem 3.1. says that
c
1
"1# r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e (i
1
,2, it).
2. If r"2, then by the above equation, Theorem 3.1 becomes
c
n
"p2(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~*(n~1)@l2+#(c
1
!1)pn~1 *(n~1)@*l1, l2+++
k/0
pk*l1, l2+ (1~1@l1~1@l2).
This is a simpli"cation and extension of a result of Goldman [3].
3. If r"3, Theorem 3.1 has the following form.
THEOREM 3.3. ‚et f"axa#byb#czc is a strongly nondegenerate diag-
onal polynomial, e, e
1
, e
2
, e
3
are the numbers of solutions of congurences
axa#byb#czc,0 (modp), byb#czc"0 (mod p), czc#axa,0 (mod p),
axa#byb,0 (mod p), respectively. „hen the number of solutions of the diag-
onal congruence axa#byb#czc,0 (mod pn) is equal to
p3n‘*~n@a+‘*~n@b+‘*~n@c+#(e!e
1
!e
2
!e
3
)p2(n~1)
]
*(n~1)@*a,b, c++
+
j/0
p(1~1@a~1@b~1@c)*a,b, c+ j
#e
1
p2(n~1)
*(n~1)@*b,c++
+
j/0
p(1~1@b~1@c)*b,c+ j~**b,c+j@a+
#e
2
p2(n~1)
*(n~1)@*c,a++
+
j/0
p(1~1@c~1@a)*c,a+ j~**c,a+ j@b+
#e
3
p2(n~1)
*(n~1)@*a,b++
+
j/0
p(1~1@a~1@b)*a,b+ j~**a,b+ j@c+ .
The above theorem is the main result of [4].
For "xed prime p, it is known that Z/(pn):Z
p
/(pn), where Z
p
is the p-adic
integer ring, so the results in this section are valid for the case R"Z
p
.
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Igusa [7] introduced the terminology of strongly nondegenerate forms.
Now we discuss this type of polynomials over R.
DEFINITION. f is called a strongly nondegenerate form over R if it is
homogeneous and the only singular solution of f,0(p) is (0,2, 0).
The degrees of strongly nondegenerate forms are greater than or equal to 2.
E.g., x2#y2#xy is a strongly nondegenerate form of degree 2 if 3 N (p).
If f is a strongly nondegenerate form, Goldman [2] has given a recursion
for c
n
in the case that R"Z
p
. From the recursion Sun [9] subsequently gave
a corresponding explicit formula. Now we generalize their results to a UFD.
THEOREM 4.1. ‚et R be a ;FD, DR/(p) D"P, f be a strongly nondegenerate
form of degree d. „hen
(1) recursion,
c
n
"G
Pr(n~1)#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(n~1),
Pr(d~1)c
n~d
#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(n~1),
n4d;
n’d.
(2) explicit formulae,
c
n
"Pr(n~*(n~1)@d+~1)#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(n~1) *(n~1)@d++
k/0
P(d~r)k.
Proof. (1) Let c
n
"S
n
#N
n
, where S
n
is the number of nonsingular
solutions and N
n
is the number of singular solutions. Since the nonsingular
solutions of f,0(p) is c
1
!1, we have N
n
"(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(n~1) by Proposi-
tion 1.5 and Corollary 2 of Theorem 1.4.
Now we compute S
n
. Let A be a singular solution of f,0(pn). Then A is
a descendant of (0,2, 0), the only singular solution of f,0(p). In other
words, A,0(p). Assume A"pA*; then we have
0,f (A)"f (pA*)"pdf (A*)(pn). (4.1)
If n4d, then (4.1) holds for all A*3R(n). So the number of A is
S
n
"Pr(n~1), since D (p)/(pn) D"Pn~1.
If n’d, then (4.1) becomes f (A*),0(pn~d). So the number of A is
S
n
"c
n~d
Prd~r by Theorem 1.2.
(2) Let h"n![(n!1)/d]d. Then 14h4n. If n!d51, then from (1),
c "Pr(d~1)c #(c !1)P(r~1)(n~1).
n n~d 1
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c
n
"Pr(d~1)*(n~1)@d+c
h
#(c
1
!1) *(n~1)@d+~1+
k/0
Pr(d~1)k‘(r~1)(n~dk~1).
By Lemma 2 of Theorem 2.1, n/d41#[(n!1)/d]. So n4d#[(n!1)/d]d.
This implies that h4d. Thus by (1),
c
h
"Pr(h~1)#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(h~1).
Therefore, we have
c
n
"Pr(d~1)*(n~1)@d+(Pr(h~1)#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(h~1))
#(c
1
!1) *(n~1)@d+~1+
k/0
Pr(d~1)k‘(r~1)(n~dk~1)
"Pr(d~1)*(n~1)@d+‘r(h~1)#(c
1
!1)Pr(d~1)*(n~1)@d+‘(r~1)(h~1)
#(c
1
!1) *(n~1)@d+~1+
k/0
Pr(d~1)k‘(r~1)(n~dk~1)
"Pr(d*(n~1)@d+~*(n~1)@d+‘h~1)#(c
1
!1) *(n~1)@d++
k/0
Pr(d~1)k‘(r~1)(n~dk~1)
"Pr(n~*(n~1)@d)~1#(c
1
!1)P(r~1)(n~1) *(n~1)@d++
k/0
P(d~r)k. j
COROLLARY.
c
n
,0G
(mod P(r~1)(n~1)),
(mod P(r~1)(n~1)~(r~d)*(n~1)@d+),
if d5min(r, n);
otherwise.
Proof. If d5r, then r(n![(n!1)/d]!1)5r (n!1)!r ) (n!1)/d5
(r!1)(n!1). So c
n
,0 (modP(r~1)(n~1)) by part (2) of the theorem. From
n!15d[(n!1)/d], we have
rAn!C
n!1
d D!1B"(r!1)(n!1)#(n!1)!rC
n!1
d D
5(r!1)(n!1)#(d!r)C
n!1
d D.
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n
,0 (modP(r~1)(n~1)‘(d~r)*(n~1)@d+) by part (2) of
the theorem. In particular, if n4d(r, then we also have c
n
,0
(modP(r~1)(n~1)). j
5. THE RATIONALITY OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION
In this section we suppose R be a UFD, n a nonnegative integer,
DR/(p) D"P, and c
0
"1. Now we consider the rationality of the generating
function of f. The generating function of f is the formal power series
G
f
(t)" =+
i/0
c
i
ti.
A popular problem is that whether G
f
(t) is a rational function of t. From
the results of previous sections, we will construct the generating functions
when f is a strongly nondegenerate form or a strongly nondegenerate diag-
onal polynomial. Therefore, the rationality of corresponding generating
function will be proved.
THEOREM 5.1. If there exits a positive integer l such that f,0(pl) has no
singular solution, then G
f
(t) is rational function + l~1
i/0
c
i
ti#c
l
tl/(1!tPr~1).
Proof. From Corollary 3 of Theorem 1.4, c
n
"c
l
P(r~1)(n~l) if n5l. So
G
f
(t)"l~1+
i/0
c
i
ti#c
l
=
+
i/l
P(r~1)(i~l)ti"l~1+
i/0
c
i
ti#c
l
tl
=
+
i/l
(tPr~1)i~l
"l~1+
i/0
c
i
ti# cltl
1!tPr~1 .
The following theorem say that if we have a recursion for c
n
then we can get
the corresponding generating function. j
THEOREM 5.2. If c
n‘d
"ac
n
#bgn, where d is a positive integer and a, b,
g are constants, then the generating function G
f
(t)"(btd#(1!gt)+d~1
i/0
c
i
ti)/
(1!gt)(1!atd).
Proof. Multiplying both sides of c
n‘d
"ac
n
#bgn by tn‘d and summing
from n"0 to n"R we get
=
+ c
n‘d
tn‘d"atd =+ c
n
tn#btd =+ (gt)n.n/0 n/0 n/0
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G(t)!d~1+
i/0
c
i
ti"atdG(t)# btd
1!gt .
So that
G(t)"btd#(1!gt)+d~1i/0 citi
(1!gt)(1!atd) "
(b!gc
d~1
)td#+d~1
i/1
(c
i
!gc
i~1
)ti#1
(1!gt)(1!atd) .
j
COROLLARY. If f is a strongly nondegenerate form of degree d, the G
f
(t) is
rational function
!Prd~r~1td#(P!1)+d~1
i/2
Pri~r~1ti#(c
1
!Pr~1)t#1
(1!Pr~1t)(1!Pr(d~1)td) .
Proof. By part (1) of Theorem 4.1, c
n‘d
"Pr(d~1)c
n
#(c
1
!1)]
P(r~1)(n‘d~1) for n50. So by the proof of the theorem,
G
f
(t)"((c1!1)P(r~1)(d~1)!Pr~1cd~1)td#+d~1i/1 (ci!Pr~1ci~1)ti#1
(1!Pr~1t)(1!Pr(d~1)td) .
Again by part (1) of Theorem 4.1, we have (c
1
!1)P(r~1)(d~1)!Pr~1c
d~1
"
!Prd~r~1 and c
i
!Pr~1c
i~1
"Pri~r~1(P!1) for 24i4d!1. From this
it follows that
G
f
(t)"!Prd~r~1td#+d~1i/2 Pri~r~1(P!1)ti#(c1!Pr~1)t#1
(1!Pr~1t)(1!Pr(d~1)td) .
In the following three theorems we suppose that f is the strongly non-
degnerate diagonal polynomial a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
!b.
THEOREM 5.3. If plEb, then G
f
(t) is rational function + l
i/0
c
i
ti#c
l‘1
tl‘1/
(1!tPr~1).
Proof. From Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.1, c
n
"c
l‘1
P(r~1)(n~l~1) if
n5l#1. In a similar fashion to the proof of Theorem 5.1 we can get the
theorem. j
If b"0, then from the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 we can get a recursion
for c
n
.
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1
,2, lr]. „hen,
c
n‘d
"Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)c
n
#(c
d
!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr))P(r~1)n.
Proof. The theorem is valid for the case n"0. We now assume that
n51. If b"0, then l"n in Theorem 2.1. So by Theorem 2.1, the number of
solutions of a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
,0(pn):
c
n
"Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+#P(r~1)(n~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1))@*li1
,2, lit++
+
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +.
Applying the above formula to n"d, we have (notice that r (d!1)!
[(d!1)/l
1
]!2![(d!1)/l
r
]"d(r!1/l
1
!2!1/l
r
) since l
i
Dd for
i"1,2, r)
c
d
!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)"P(r~1)(d~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
d@*li1
,2, lit+~1+
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +.
Thus,
c
n‘d
"Pr(n‘d~1)~*(n‘d~1)@l1+~2~*(n‘d~1)@lr+
#P(r~1)(n‘d~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1)@*li1
,2, lit++‘d@*li1
,2, lit+
+
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +
"Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+‘rd~d@l1~2~d@lr
#P(r~1)nP(r~1)(d~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e (i
1
,2, it)
]
d@*li1
,2, lit+~1
+ P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +k/0
282 HAN QING#P(r~1)(n‘d~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e(i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1)@*li1
,2, lit++‘d@*li1
,2, lit+
+
k/d@*li1
,2, lit+
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +
"Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+P(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)d
#P(r~1)n(c
d
!Pr(d~1)~*(d~1)@l1+~2~*(d~1)@lr+)
#P(r~1)(n~1)‘(r~1)d r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e (i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1)@*li1
,2, lit++
+
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +‘(1~1@l1~
2~1@lr)d
"(c
d
!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr))P(r~1)n#P(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)d
]Pr(n~1)~*(n~1)@l1+~2~*(n~1)@lr+
#P(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)dP(r~1)(n~1) r+
t/2
+
14i1:2:it4r
e (i
1
,2, it)
]
*(n~1)@*li1
,2, lit++
+
k/0
P*li1,2, lit+k~
+ r
j/1**li1
,2, lit+k@lj +
"(c
d
!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr))p(r~1)n#P(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)dc
n
. j
From Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 5.4 we can get
THEOREM 5.5. If b"0, d"[l
1
,2, lr], then the generating function of
f G
f
(t) is rational function
(c
d
!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)td#(1!Pr~1t)+d~1
i/0
c
i
ti
(1!Pr~1t)(1!Pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)td) .
Now we consider two special cases:
1. p-adic integer ring. Let p be a "xed prime. It is known that Z
p
is a UFD
and p is a prime of Z
p
. Suppose R is Z
p
. Then P"p and G
f
(t) is PoincareH
series P (t). In 1996, Borevich and Shafarevich conjectured that P (t) is a ra-
tional function of t for all f. This was proved by Igusa [6] in 1975 in a more
general setting, using a mixture of analytic and algebraic methods in which
a key tool is the resolution of singularities of algebraic varieties. Igusa’s proof
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constructed P (t) when f is a strongly nondegenerate form or a strongly
nondegenerate diagonal polynomial and, therefore, the rationality is proved
again:
(1) If f is a strongly nondegenerate form of degree d, then its PoincareH
series
P (t)"!p
rd~r~1td#+d~1
i/2
pri~r~1(p!1)ti#(c
1
!pr~1)t#1
(1!pr~1t)(1!pr(d~1)td) .
(2) „he PoincareH series of strongly nondegenerate diagonal polynomial
a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
!b is given by
P (t)" l+
i/0
c
i
ti# cl‘1tl‘1
1!tpr~1 ,
where l satis,es plEb.
(3) „he PoincareH series of strongly nondegenerate diagonal polynomial
a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
is given by
P (t)"(cd!pd(r~1@l1~
2~1@lr)td#(1!pr~1t)+d~1
i/0
c
i
ti
(1!pr~1t)(1!pd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)td) ,
where d"[l
1
,2, lr].
In 1992, Wang [11] obtained the formula in (3) for the general diagonal
polynomial by means of exponential sums.
2. Polynomial rings over "nite "elds. Suppose F
q
is the "nite "eld of
q elements. Let R be F
q
[y] and p be an irreducible polynomial g (y) over F
q
.
Suppose the degree of g(y) is h, then P"qh. In a personal communication,
Wan [10] has conjectured that G
f
(t) is rational in this case. So far, Wan’s
conjecture has been proved for r43. From the preceding results of the
section, we have proved Wan’s conjecture for arbitrary r when f is a strongly
nondegenerate form or a strongly nondegenerate diagonal polynomial:
(1) If f is a strongly nondegenerate form of degree d, then its generating
function G
f
(t) is the rational function
!qh(rd~r~1)td#+d~1
i/2
qh(ri~r~1)(qh!1)ti#(c
1
!qh(r~1)t#1
(1!qh(r~1t)(1!qhr(d~1)td) .
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nomial a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
!b is the rational function
l
+
i/0
c
i
ti# cl‘1tl‘1
1!tqh(r~1) ,
where l satis,es plEb.
(3) „he generating function of strongly nondegenerate diagonal poly-
nomial a
1
xl1
1
#2#a
r
xlr
r
is the rational function
(c
d
!qhd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)td#(1!qh(r~1)t)+d~1
i/0
c
i
ti
(1!qh(r~1)t)(1!qhd(r~1@l1~2~1@lr)td) .
where d"[l
1
,2, lr].
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